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Abstract
We investigate weekly record sales of the world's
most popular 30 artists (2003-2013).
Firstly, we calculate the correlation coefficients
between artists and build the Minimal Spanning
Tree (MST) by considering the synchronous time
evolution of the weekly record sales. This method
provides the hierarchical structure of the
phonographic market and information on which
music genre is meaningful according to customers.
We show how critical phenomenon like sudden
death of an artist kick out system from equilibrium
state. We compare 'sale' (based on correlation of
record sales) or 'popularity' (based on data mining
of the record charts) portraits with 'similarity'
(obtained mainly from survey within music experts
opinion and from relations on allmusic.com) by
using the Social Network Analysis. We also find
many interesting properties of the global
phonographic market like constant decrease of
weekly record sales and seasonality. Time series
have non-trivial kind of memory (anticorrelations,
Hurst exponent below 0.5 and constant
autocorrelation decay within 120 weeks). We
model this behavior by discrete mean-reverting
jump diffusion (MRJD) and Markov regime
switching mechanism (MRS) between base and
spike regime. We consider to discover using such a
model 2 categories of customers: typical music fans
and occasional music buyers who join the market
before Christmas time.

Hierarchical structure of phonographic market
• The Minimal Spanning Tree (MST), Social
Network Analysis (SNA) reveal, sectors that
belong to rap (Kanye West, 50 Cent, Usher), rock
(Green Day, Kings Of Leon, The Beatles, U2,
Evanescence, Coldplay, Nickelback, Kelly
Clarkson), soul and r’n’b (Adele, Britney Spears,
Alicia Keys, Beyonce, Michael Jackson), but does
not show the sector for pure pop music.
• Instead of pop, in the middle of the all
representations we have a celebrity sector that
contains U2, Jay-Z, The Beatles (Popstar cluster).
• There is Amy Winehouse, who had mainly only
negative correlations. Her sudden death kick out
system from equilibrium state.
• Mo significant impact of structure on
relationship between artists and music genres.

Network of significant rescaled positive correlations with artists
colored by music labels (UNIVERSAL: Black, SONY: Yellow, EMI:
Red, WARNER: Green).

Stochastic model of record sale
We use complex system approach in phonographic
market by applying discrete stochastic process
simulations (MRGJD+MRS) developed previously
in field of earthquakes and energy markets. In the
MRGJD case, we add to the geometric motion
(MRGBM) process the jumps (described by fattailed distribution) with given probability. In MRS
approach, we introduce a transition matrix of
switching probabilities (based on an empirical
observation of the system) between the base and the
record promotion regime.
Model Assumptions:
• Consecutive album releases every 120 weeks on
average
• Album promotion lasts 40 weeks on average
• Main hit single+additional promotional 3
Model Implementation
• Base model: Mean Reverting Geometric
Brownian Motion (MRGRW)
• Additional state – excited – during album
promotion: fundamental peak and aftershocks
with high reverting level possibility

The Brownian motion X with proportional to s fluctuations
around the long-term mean a/b. Jumps are introduced as a sum
of two random variables. First long-tailed Q is responsible for a
promotional effect of album releasing (log-normal in our case).
Second one q is obtained from unitary distribution and is
related to first single (and also further). To states j=0 (base) or
j=1 (exited-promotional) are possible and time dependent
transition matrix was estimated.

Visual comparison of Empirical data [left], model [right].

Network of negative correlation between artists sales.
Sale trajectories in time for chosen cohort.

Smoothed trajectories of aggregated sales per week of the year.
Empirical data [left], model [right].

Examples of two typical artists' sale trajectories in time.
The Minimal Spanning Tree of artists with central Postar cluster.

Album release seasonality (increase in Autumn/early Winter).

'Sale', 'popularity' and 'similarity' network comparison with no
significant cross correlations between sales with people view.

Main conclusion from model
Discontinuously in empirical total sale between 52
and 1 week of the year is not observed from the
model simulation. It means that customers wallets
approach is crucial to understand that phenomena
(after Christmas and New Year Eve people have no
money for such a luxurious good like records).
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